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A PROBLEM OF SEWAGE
DISPOSAL
by TOM MEADOR

The problem came to a head with an article
by Harry Wood entitled "Hole In The Ground is
Luxury." The article appeared in the San Ange 1o
Standard-Times March 7, 1967, and brought out
the fact that " ••• Rocksprings doesn 1 t have a
city sewer system."
The article points out that the limestone
which underlies the village begins at a shallow
depth, and that digging holes in it is time
consuming and costly.
Some brief excerpts from the quarter-page
article are given below:
"Several years ago ... residents discovered
a method which seemed to them a foolproof way
to solve their disposal problems ••• Rocksprings
is underlain by a shallow honeycomb of caverns.
The residents found that by tapping these caverns, they could easily empty their septic
tanks and avoid the frequent tank service bills.
The State Health Department ••• set up rigid regulations for the disposal wells and gave the
city the responsibility of policing this system.
When a resident plans to tap into a cavern, he
is required to file specification with the city. None of these holes can be drilled beyond
the 125-foot level. Sewage, after being deposited into the septic tanks, must be filtered
through a layer of sand and gravel before it
enters the cavern ••• The city of San Antonio
raised a lot of sand about it, claiming
Rocksspings was polluting its water system • .
"As far as pollution from 'our sewage dispos·a l, I don 1 t think there is any. Not as bad
as some cities depositing their sewage in our
streams, 1 said Alvey."
.
"Alvey doesn't believe that the disposal
wells can pollute the springs since the water
table a~ound there is at a deeper level--around
800-900 feet.
"Rocksprings gets all its water from deep
wells ••• "
"Alvey feels that even if the sewage does
seep down to the underground water table, it is
pretty pure when it does. It would have to 'filter through solid limestone.
" ••• Local residents look at it in a humorour light. They have a saying there, "From the
sewer to the brewer."

After reading thi.s article inquiries were
sent on March 28 to the Federal Water Pollution
Control Administration, U.S. Public Health Service, Texas State Department of Health, The
Texas Water Pollution Control Board, and MayoF
Ji=ie Alvey.
The Federal Water Pollution Control Administration referred my letter to the Texas Water
Pollution Control Board (Galeger, March 3).
The Texas State Department of Health informed me that "Replies to the questions
you
ask have been prepared through the coordinated
efforts of the State Health Department and the
Water Pollution Control Board.
You will receive correspondence from the latter organization discussing in detail your points of concern." (Cochran, April 6)
The Texas Water Pollution Control Board
informed me that: "In answer to your .•.. question about regulation of disposal wells, the
rules and regulations are contained in Articles
762lb, Vernon's Annoted Civil Statutes, as amended. A Xerox copy is enclosed .•• Your second
question was whether or not this method of
waste disposal could have any effect on the underground aquifers. You will note in the statute that rather elaborate and thorough precautions must be taken to prevent such a thing
from happening when preparing disposal wells
for use ••• Your question asked if there were any
disposal wells in Eldorado. An employee of the
Water Development Board has advised by telephone that there have been no permits issued
for such wells.
It is possible that some may
be in use without a permit, but we know of non~
• .. You asked if sewage wells were a "Textbook"
procedure for waste disposal. Injection wells
are sometimes used for disposal of industri·al
waste ••. but almost~ for domestic sewage."
The following are some of the "highlights"
of Article 762lb, Injection Wells for Industrial and Municipal Waste sent by the Texas Water
Pollution Control Board:
"l!efore any person shall coumence
the
drilling of an injection well, or before any
pe~son shall
convert any existing well into an
injection well, for the purpose of disposing of
industrial and municipal waste, other than salt
water or other waste arising out of incidental
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to the drilling for or the producing of oil or
gas, a permit therefore shall be obtained from
the Board of Water Engineers •.• The Board shall
prepare suitable forms for making application ..
.• The Board shall require furnishing of such
information by an applicant as the Board may
deem aecessary ... Any application ... shall be accompanied by a fee of twenty-five dollars ... Upon receipt by the Board of an application in
proper form and accompanied by the necessary
fee for a permit ... The Board shall cause an inspection to be made of the location .• • To determine local conditions and probably effect of
such injection well. The Board may hold a public hearing upon such application if it is
deemed necessary and in the public interest."
"The Railroad Commission nas autho rity over
oil and gas wells and the disposal of salt water and other waste caused by it.
"PENALTIES •.• Any person who fails t o comply with the provisions of this act, or to any
reasonable rule or regulation ... Shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor and s hall be fined in any sum
not exceeding one hundred dollars, .•. or shall
be imprisoned in jail not mo re than thirty ...
days, or by both such fine and imprisonment ,
and each day that such non-compliance
shall
continue shall constitut e a separate offense ...
The o btaining of a permit under the provisions
of this act ..• shall not act to relieve such ...
from liability under any statutory law or the
common law. "
Mayo r Jimmy Alvey replied that:
''Mo st o·f
the facts are correct in the article." In the
San Angelo Standard-Times "I was misquoted on
the depth of ~he water wells ..• but this makes
very little diffe rence.
The wells are 4 to 5
hundred feet deep.
" ... We have laws in our city which will
not allow a well to be drilled over 125 feet
deep and a person must also have a septic tank
and sand trap to filter the water so that only
water goes into the well.
We have our water
checked by the state every month.
"Almas t all the houses in Rocksprings are
on:_ this type of well. Our population is about
1,200.
"In closing I would like to say that this
type of sewer system works very well if the
ground has a cavity for the water to run into
but will not work unless you hit one of these
cavities. All our city wells are cased to
about 200 feet and deeper.
"I will be happy to send you a drawing of
th e sand trap a nd septic tank we use if you are
int e rested in trying th i s type system._." (Avery, April 14)(This letter was unsigned).
On April 25 I wrote Mayor Alvey for a copy
of th e diagram (Exhibit 1).
In answer to a
question concerning the disposal of the solid
material which collects in the s e ptic tanks, he
replied that "We have very little trouble with
the solid material in o ur septic tanks in Rocksprings.
As long as the water drains out and
doesn't stop up the tanks never have t o be
cleaned out. .• " (Alvey , April 27) (This lel!ter

was signed.)
To date (June 18, 1967) I have not received a reply to my inquiry of March 28, 1967
to the U.S. Public Health Service.
On April 18; requests were sent to the
Board of Texas Water Engineers Concerning the
sewage disposal wells.
The Texas Water Development Board (Formerly the Board of
Texas
Water Engineers) informed me that "Vernon's Ant\ate.d Revised Civil Statutes, Article 762lb,
Section 1; Subidvision (e) as amended by House
Bill 949 during the 59th Legislature, defines
municipal waste as " •.. waste resulting from the
disposal of sewage of •.. persons who
may live
outside the boundaries of any city, town, village, community, or other municipal corporation.
This amendment .•• has been in effect since August 30, 1965.
This agency has not issued ~
permits for subsurface disposal in the Rocksprings~· *
Public hearings have not been
held in the past prior to the issuing of industrial or municipal disposal well permits: however, public hearings on permit applications
can be held upon request.
"Disposal well permits are issued by this
agency after applicant's proposed d i s p o sal
plans have been received and a detailed investigation has been conducted . Since we have never received ~ application fo~posal in the
subject area we ~not presently prepared to
give ~ minimum depth for sewage disposal in
this area* . However, it would probably be advisable that injection be confined to zones bel ow the base* of fresh water in the area."(Fink
May 17)
The shallowest water obtainable in Rockspr i n gs i s at a de p t h of 419 fee t below the
land surface (Long, 1962, p.55). Since thesewage injection wells are drilled to a depth of
not over 120 feet, this leaves just 399 feet of
caves, crevices, edying plains,
faults and
joints for the contaminated water to travel
down through to the water level • .
Conclusions.
(1) Sewage disposal wells,
terminating in caves, are in use at Rocksprings,
Edwards County, Texas
(2) Sewage disposal
wells at Rocksprings are being used in violation of Vernon's Annotated Revised Civil Statutes of the State of Texas as amended by House
Bill 949, 59th Legislature.
(3) Disposal of
sewage by the use of injection wells is a harmful practice in limestone terrain.
Recommendations. Mr. Vic Schmidt has suggested that we pursue this problem further by
attempting to enlist the support of the San
Angelo Standard-Times (Schmidt, N.D.)
--I propose that steps should be taken to
see that appropriate (legal, civil) action is
taken to stop this contamination.
A solution to the sewage disposal problem
in karst areas should be found.
* Author's underlining.
Bibliography. Communications to J.T. Meadar:
Alvey, Jimmie L. (April 14, 1967)
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BUILD A PRESS 50 ADAPTER
by PETE LINDSLEY
Have you ever needed an adapter to connect
a Press #50 flash bulb to your Press #25 flash
gun? Hard to find in the stores, aren't they?
Well, why not build one ?
Total cost is less
than $1.00.
With the proper materials it will take
only a few minutes to build the adapter. First
you need to find a lightweight lamp socket to
fit the base of your big bulb.
The best kind
here is the lightweight
plastic socket, although almost any type of socket will work.
You may have to get one with a built-in switch
ln order to get the lightweight type that you
want. If so, just remove the switch portion of
the socket being careful not to break the socket.
The next tiem to locate 'is the "Press #25
type" bayonet base that will match your flash
gun. Or perhaps you want to adapt the big bulb
to a M-2 type base or AG-1 base. One tip here!
The aluminum socket base found on most flash
bulbs today will not solder.
You need to find
a brass base:--Lo~around for some old flash
bulbs with brass bases.
One source of a brass
bayonet base· is the bayonet base from an automotive bulb which will fit your Press #25 flash
gun. Also some of the smaller adapters that
are available in the camera stores have brass
(nickle plated sometimes) bases that can be
used .
After stripping off all extra portions of
the sockets you should plan your wiring scheme.
The wiring is easy, however, since there are
just two wires.
Solder some insulated, heavy
wire to the socket or base and then use this to
measure the correct wire length when making the
final connection. If epoxy is used to glue together the socket and bulb . base the uni t will
stay soldered while you are knocking it around
in a cave. Drafting tape can be used to make a
form for the epoxy if there is any difficulty
in running before the epoxy sets up. Strip off
the tape just after the epoxy first sets up
and use a knife to trim the soft epoxy to the
final shape. A final step may be to give your
adapter a coat of bright paint so that it will
be easy to spot in the dark cave is you drop iL
Your adapter is good for a number of bulb&
Any of the bulbs with a medium screw base may
be used with your regular flash gun and the
adapter . The bulbs for color film (blud bulbs)
and their respective light output (in lumenseconds) are :

1.) PH/50B = 43,000 L-S
2.) Type 3B = 53,000 L-S
3,) PH/22B = 22,000 L-S
4.) Type 2B = 33,500 L-S
Clear flash lamps with the medium screw
base, to be used with B/W film, are:
1.) PH/50 · = 100,000 L-S
2.) Type 3 = 110,000 L-S
3.) PH/31 = 81,000 L-S (focal plane bulb)
4.) Type 2A = 77,000 L-S focal plane bulb
5.) PH/22 = 70,000 L-S
6.) PH/11 = 33,000 L-S
7.) Type 2 = 70,000 L- S
8.) Press 40 a 33,000 L-S
As a matter of comparison with the blue
bulbs you normally use, the usuals
are
also
liste.d :
1. Flashcube - 5,000 L-S Plastic base
Glass groove
2. AG-lB - 5,300 L-S
Glass groove
3. AG/3B- 7,200 L-S
Miniature bayonet
4. M2B - 4,400 L-S
Miniature bayonet
5. M3B - 10,000 L-S
Single contact bay.
6. 25B - 10,000 L-S
Miniature bayonet
7. M5B- 8,500 L-S
Single contact bay.
8. PH/5B - 9,400 L-S
9 . Type FP-26B - 9,800L-S Single contact bay.
10. PH/6B - 9 , 000 L-S (FP) Single contact bay.
The output of your "40 W-S" strobe is
approximately the equivalent of a dirty AG-lB
bulb in a dirty reflector.
In other
words,
strobes are good for close-ups and flash bulbs
are good for longer distances. A clean flashcube has the same output as an 80 Watt-second
strobe!

FIT.S FLASI\LIGT
SOCKET

MEDIUM SASE
SOCKET
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Minutes

Of The B.O.G.

JULY 1967

Meeting

The Board of Governors meeting of the Texas Speleological Association was held 18 June 1967
at the Cactus Cafe in San Saba , Texas.
Jack C Burch, Chairman, called the meeting to order at
1:30 PN.
d N'k
Delegates present: ABILENE - James Estes and Bryant Lilly ; ALAMO- Luther Bundrant an
l e
Bundrant; BALCONES - Bill Russell and Wolfgang Lehnhardt ; DALLAS-FORT WORTH - Carl F Johnson and
Chuck Larsen; HOUSTON - Tommy Knox; UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS - Orion Knox and Carol Russell; T~XAS A&I
CLUB - Gill Ediger; BOERNE CAVERS - Larr y Schmidt and Pat Wertheim; SAN ANTONIO GROTTO - N1ke Dorum arld Roger Sorrells; TEXAS TECH CLUB- Suzanne Fowler and Jon Vinson; INDEPENDENTS -,Tom Neador.
Groups not represented were AB ILENE GROTESQUE GROTTO, RIO GRANDE VALLEY CLUB, ST. NARY S UNIVERSITY, AND SOUTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY.
The minutes of the Apri l 8, 1967, meeting
were read and app roved as read.
TREASURER'S REPORT:
Balance
8 April $123.06; Income - $277.50; Expenditures
$221.78; Balance - $178.50.
SURVEY; (Orion Knox)
A. Richard Smith is
on vacation, therefore there is no current report available
Nore subscribers are still
needed . The secretary s ubmitted correspondence
received from Charli e Naus, NSS land-owner r e lations Chairman, requesting information
on a
cave c losing to be acknowledged by the Survey
staff.
ANCS: (Bill Russell) A new depth record
has bee n reached in Nexico in recent months; a
complete report wi ll be forthcoming in the ANCS
Bu lletin . The Bulletin, which is near~omple
tion, will include color maps. Finances are
solven t.
TEXAS CAVER: (Jim Estes) Balance of $112,
approximate ly $40 expenditures will be necessary for printing and mailing of the June issue.
CONSERVATION: (Bill Russell) HB 1111 pasEstes noted that only about half the
groups
sed both Houses of the Legislature and has been
submit a monthly grotto news item and requests
sent to the Governor for signing.
(Note:the
that all groups show greater participation ; all
bill was signed into law by Governor Connally.
news and articles should reach the Caver by the
A copy of this bill app.ears elsewhere in this
s ixth (6th) of the month of publication.
issue of the Caver.)
The phrase "to discard
"PROJECT 36": (Pete Lindsley) The project
litter or refuse therein" was deleted in the
was held at Powell's Cave Nay 5, 6, and 7th,
final draft of the Bill. Tom Neador gave a
thirty-six hours, and there were th irty-six
brief review of a report from Rocksprings; the
persons in attendance . The complete data has
citizens of that area have a sewage disposal
been sen t to the Caver for publication (Note:
problem; which affects both caves and water sup·
this appeared in th e June issue). The map shows
ply. Russell suggested that . Neador write a rethe ,new ly surveyed areas & displayed. N e w
sume of the report ta be published in the Caver;
discoveries of particular interest were an ant
Neador agreed provided that credit not be given
trail found by Dav id Neredith's team, and a
to him a's author.. With reference to the adverpassage near the water passage containing an
tising of a well-known beer, it was. noted thata
assortme nt of fauna.
Lindsley and team conslogan "From The Sewer To The Brewer" might be
cealed this passage to protect it from casual
in order. Carl Johnson reported on a letter he
visitors. Plans are to photograph the map in 8
received by D-FWG from a group in Arkansas rex 10 inch sections to be bound into book-form
questing that Texans intervene i "n their behalf
to be made available for t eams on future suron the National River Bill, which they believe
veys.
will jeopardize their homes and property. The
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MINUTES OF :OOG MEETING (cont.}

~~ow

I

11-\IS

I

1-\ERE PowE.U.S
Cf",'.JE " " I f

consensus of the Board is that we should obtain
copies · of the Bill for study before complying
with the reque~t. The secretary will write Congressman Fisher for said copies. Meador stated
that letters in support of a wildlife refuge in
the Guadalupes are also needed.
(Names and addresses of congressmen appear
elsewhere in this issue of the Texas Caver.)
TSA EMBLEM CONTEST: (Bryant Lil~Three
finalists in the Emblem Contest were displayed,
apd the Board was asked to vote on first,second
and third-place winners. First and second place
went to Gari Davis of Fort Worth, third place
went to Jon Vinson of Texas Tech. Bill Russell
made a motion that the first-place emblem colcrs
be changed to substitute white where the artist
had yellow; Knox seconded. Vote: 14 for, 2 Against, 5 abstained.
A discussion followed on
the size, shape, and colors for the TSA banner;
after much debate, L. Bundrant made a motion,
Sorrells seconded, that the details be left to
the Texas Caver staff. Vote: 12 for,6 against,
1 abstaine-d-.--

"

'' ... LEP sEf ...

li,B9l

PoSTAGE

11

J:. THINK THE COLOR SHOUt... D Be

PURPLE WITH A PINK FRINGE ...

1970 NSS CONVENTION: No concensus could be
reached by the Board; the subject was tabled.
LABOR DAY PROJECT: Suzanne Fowler will continue to assist D. Dickey in planning by contacting land-owners in Kimble County. Balcones
Grotto and San Antonio Grotto members will make
advance trips into Kimble County to talk with
ranchers and attempt to locate caves. The Sur~ staff
will superimpose topo maps over abstract maps to locate the most promising area of
the county for surveying. All announcements will
be p~blished in the Caver. A motion was made by
Johnson and seconded by Dorum to advance $15.00
to Fowler for postage and miscellaneous expense
incurred in the project planning. The vote carried unanimously.
Chairman Burch announced that the next BOG
meeting will be S~nday, September 3, 1967, at
9:00AM during the Project.
The meeting adjourned at 4:25 PM.

STAMPS

AT f,oS \5 .. ' HoW MMIY RANC.HERS DID
You 5AY (ft

ADDR E S S E S

0 F

CONGRESSMEN

From time to time Texas cavers are contemplating writing their congressmen for some reason or another .
Although all are not listed,
the ones from most Texas caver's home districts
a~e listed below:
SENATORS
Sen. Ralph W. Yarborough (Dem)
460 Old Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
(or)

If

769 Federal Bldg .
300 E. Eighth ·st.
Austin, Texas 78705
Sen. John G. Tower (Rep)
142 Old Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
(or)
784 Federal Office Bldg .
300 E . Eighth St.
Austin, Texas 78705
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H.B. No. 1111

Rep. John Tra eger
Capitol Station
Austin 78712
A BILL TO BE ENTITLED
AN ACT
relating to the defacing or damaging of caves
or caverns; providing a penalty ; and declaring an emergency.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF TEXAS :

Section 1. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person, without the prior
permission of the owner, to willfully or knowingly break, break off, crack,
carve upon, write or otherwise mark upon, or in any manner destroy, mutilate,
injure , deface , remove , displace, mar or harm any natural material found in ·
any cave or cavern , such as stalactites, stalagmites, helictites, anthodites,
gypsum flo wers or needles, flowstone, draperies, columns, or other similar
crystalline mineral formations or otherwise; to kill, harm or disturb plant
or animal life found therein; (to discard litter or refuse therein,*) or
otherwise disturb or alter the natural c ondition of such cave or cavern;
or to break, force, tamper with, remove, or otherwise disturb a lock, gate ,
door or other structure or obstruction designed to prevent entrance to a
cave or cavern, without the permission of the owner thereof, whether or
not entrance is gained.
(b) Any violation of this section shall be punished by a fine not
exceeding fi ve hundred dollars or confinement in jail not exceeding
twelve months.
Section 2. The importance of this legislation and the crowded
condition of the calendars in both houses create an emergency and an
imperative public necessity that the Constitutional Rule requiring bills
to be read on three several days in each house be suspended, and this
Rule is hereby suspended.
* (Deleted in the final draft)
REPRESENTATIVES:
Abilene Area - 17th District
Rep. Omar Burleson
2369 Rayburn Bldg.
Washington , D. C.
Hou s ton Are a - 7th District
Rep. Ge orge Bush
1608 Longworth Bldg .
Washington, D. C.
Re p. Rob e rt R. Casey
1035 Longworth Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

(22nd District)

Rep. Bob Eckhardt (8th District)
1741 Longworth Bldg .
Washington , D. C.
Da llas-Fort Worth Area:
Rep. Earl Cabe ll (5th District)
145 Cannon Bldg.
l4ashington , D. C.

Rep. Graham Purcell (13th District)
1210 Longworth Bldg.
Washington, D. C
Rep . James C. Wright, Jr. (12 District)
2459 Rayburn Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
McAllen Area:
Rep. Eligio de la Garza (15th District)
254 Cannon Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
(Dallas Area_ add)
Rep . Joe R. Pool (3rd District)
457 Cannon Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
Lubbock Area:
Rep. George H. Mahon (19th District)
2314 Rayburn Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

(Cont. on Page 105)
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~ptlunktrs

(The following article was printed in The
NSS NEWS June Issue.
It is reprinted here ~
its entirety just as it appeared in the NEWS.
The staff of the ~ Caver wholeheartedly endorses this article as something that has been
needed by cavers throughout the Nation for
a
long time. Please read it· all, and take heed.)

by ROY DAVIS
SERMON FOR SPELUNKERS
--Roy Davis
NSS 2316

(Roy Davis is a public relations guest columnist this
month. Formerly the editor of the NSS NEWS, he is
now Secretary of the National Caves Association • •
the new national group of commercial cave operators
· · and editor of their monthly News, which he admits
is patterned after the NSS publication. He is owner·
manager of Cumberland Caverns in McMinnville,
Tennessee ·. · and has hosted many NSS groups and
serves as a commercial cave-lighting consultant.
Roy's sport caving activities have been many and
varied. Most recently, he was a member of the Rio
Camuy Expedition; he is an outstanding cave photog·
raph e r; he was MC at the Bloomington, Indiana con·
vention banquet....
Oh ye s , he's an ordained
minister. · · LDM)
At the second annual convention of the National
Caves Association in Chattanooga, the subject of
cavers and the NSS was briefly discussed. It was
alarming to see the disapproval and ill-will generally
held toward the NSS and cave explorers. One cave
operator after another told of ugly experiences with
cavers.

The cone lusions reached were that cavers were
"not to be trusted," "inconsiderate," "vandalous"
a nd generally "undesirable"!
Why? Because cavers have been so unthoughtful
as to present themselves at a commercial cave desk
dressed like chimney-sweeps, smelling of carbide
a nd prespiration, and often with lamps ablaze. Add
to this a demand for a free ticket (while scaring off
the payin g customers) and a cave manager's patience
is stretched beyond endurance. One cave operator
complained that cavers would deliberately join a tour
to harass the guide with "trick" questions designed
to show the cavers' superiority at the guide's expense.
It is obvious that the average cave guide -- a

high school or college student working for the summer
-- would not possess the speleological knowledge of
an NSS member who has extensively studied the
s ubject. This makes him no less adequate a guide to
entertain and inform the public.
Where does a caver get the brass to bmg, "I've

never paid to go into a commercial cave before ... "
or ''This is my first commercial (as if it were a dirty
word) cave"? Does he think he is doing the manager
a favor -- or performing some sort of patriotic duty?
Someday this smart aleck will awaken to the fact that
many of America's finest caves are commercial.
Then there's the super-scientific (or is it
pseudo-?) type who arrives at a commercial cave to
"take pictures", "count fish" or "take the cave's
temperature" -- on the Fourth of July! what timing!
It's worse, of course, if this caver wants to charge
the manager to "explore" the cave for him. We get
all kinds.
All of the above is to say that something needs
to be done to clean up the image of the caver and the
NSS. The condition is already serious among commercial cave operators, who shrug: ''Who needs
'em anyway!"
The situation is, if anything, WORSE with the
"wild cave" owner who is subjected to all sorts of
indignities and is unable to protect himself or his
property (expecting padlocks and shotguns). We read
much about caves being closed to cavers because of
carelessness and discourtesy.
The entire image of. the cave explorer in this
country needs to be dressed up (literally) if the
science and sport of caving is to save its reputation
(and its caves) for future generations . Readers of the
NSS NEWS could, practically overnight, correct much
of the difficulty.
Sure --caving is a wacky, unconventional, fun
thing! All of us got into it because it is different,
exciting, challenging.
Climbing, crawling, discovenng 1s something the average guy doesn't
experience. It's for people who dare to live -- and
who are willing to be -- unconventional.
BUT: the people who own the caves, our hosts
upon whose hospitality ~- or at least tolerance -- we
must rely, are not unconventional, are not wacky, and
have no wish to mix adventure with cave mud! Thes e
folks, the landowners, farmers and tenants, are
everyday, wonderful "salt of the earth" folk who do
not understand the ways of the adventurer (nor should
they have to).
By displaying our unorthodox non-conformities,
we have subjected them to concepts that are not
acceptable or desirable from their point of view. In
dress, conversation, behavior and attitude, we h a ve
brandished a disregard for their rights and c onventions, and the result has been a tightening down
on privileges-- and in many cases,-closing of caves.
OK.

Be a nonconformist, man: but be it -- under-
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ground, where it doe sn't s how! Put on an act, if you
mu st, for the ca ve owner, by treating him with re s pect:
Ask for hi s permission to e nter the cave. He mi ght
e njoy being associated with h is own property. Call
him "sir" once in awhile -- just to boost his ego .
.Thank him for privileges exte nded. Remember th a t
he goes to bed earli e r than Johnny Carson, and
sc h e dule your a rri va l s a nd departures accordingly. If
you mu st twang a guitar or blow a conch shell or set
off dynamite late at night, go 'way off in the woods
somewhere where yo u ca n't be he ard by God-fearing
farmers who might think the day of Judgment has
arrived.
We've noticed in re ce nt years a tendency to link
booze, sex and caving. At least if we belie ve what
we read in some Grotto publications, field trips are
large ly drunken orgies w ith caving much in the background. It would be we ll to limit these sorts of trips
to the neighborhood bar -- a nd no t s ubject th e farmer
to such rituals. It might a l so be a good idea to drop
hi s name from your mailing lis t-- unles s you happen
to know he's already a Playboy subscriber.
And to the one ga l who arrives with six fellows
in a Volkswagon: don't think the fact that the boys '
hair is longer than yours is going to convince the
farmer that this is a Girl Scout picnic.
Although
caving may be (and probably is) the only motiv e ,
yo u'll never convince farmer Jone s that the cave i s
th e att raction.
They don't understand. You could
help by doing a little explaining. It's not re quired,
of co ur se . .. but it might be conside rate.
Last but not least, there ' s the matter of dress and
p e rsonal appearance . Someone has said that caving
is a good, clean sport -- which mothers and wives
would be quick to deny. Cave mud is gooey, sticky,
and .. obvious. It will wash out, however, and it is
a dubious distinction to hear a caver claim that he
has "never washed my cave clothes". Such a claim
is also unnecessary, as the smell alone would testify
to the truth. How about carrying a change of clothing
and making a better appearance for the cave owner
when you arrive on hi s property? Not necessary .. . .
but considerate.
It may be a sign of the times m which we are
living, but the common tendency to equate all young
people wit h the un s horn, un s haven, unkempt, unorthodox and unacceptable "beatnik" image is not one we
would w ish to perpetuate. Yet it is und e niably true
that th ese non-conformi s t s who conform to nonconforming ma ke the biggest impre ss ions -- nega tive,
of co ur se.

How can you expect a cave operator to believe
that you will take care of his property when you can't
wa s h your face or brus h your hair? There i s an incongruity here that ought to be obvious, even to the bea tnik s.
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In spite of all the articles written on
cave safety and the many many grotto p·r ograms
over the country that have included safety as a
big part of their programs, I keep running into
those that violate the basic cave safety rules.
1. Tell someone where you ar.e going
and when you expect to return.
2. Never cave alone.
3. Take at least
three sources of
light.
4. Don't go beyond your capabilities
(and on and on)
Typical are the six boys that broke into
Natural Bridge Caverns about 20 months ago. A
gasoline lantern and one two-cell flashlight
among them. (They broke the glass globe while
using it). Naturally they told no one where
they were going.
No hard hats, and the only
climbing (?X gear was one length of 1/4- inch
grass rope.
Now we "Professionals" might have made it
okay with this but can't you just imagine what
could have happened?
They got their, rope so
muddy, it was slick as greased glass. T h e y
were lucky that they did not use· it.
All the time I run across cavers with a 2cell flashlight as their only caving gear.
We must get the cave safety message to
these would-be cavers.
At the YMCA, Boy Scout
or PTA meetings,--get to them before they get
the caving idea.
Don't give them the caving
idea without warning them of the consequences.
I wish that the safety rules could be posted at all points where the novice might get
the caving idea.
Atcommercial Cave lobbies-at Cave club · meeting rooms. Even within the
entrance of all wild caves.
I think Texas is lucky with it's minimum.
caving accidents.
Let's try to keep it that
way.
Let's try to avoid another Hannibal.
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MONGUE CAVE
by ELBERT BASSHAM
Just before the end of this school year a
couple of students in my geometry class at Burgess High School in El Paso stated that they
would like to learn to map a cave. I realized
that this would be a good opportunity to interest them in Trigonometry (aetually I had been
wanting to map the cave anyway); thus began the
Mongue Cave mapping trip.
El Paso is a lonesom.e place as far as cavers are concerned so I felt good ending up with
a mapping team of three.
We drove thirty minutes to get out of El
Paso and ten minutes to get to the cave. After
a one quarter mile hike up the side of ~nd almost to the top of the mountain in a forty-mile
breeze, downhill of course, we arrived at the
four foot circular pit entrance to the cave.
There was a lot of sand piled around. An easy
fifteen-foot climb and a small drop put us in a
sheltered place where we could safely light up
our carbide lamps without the
stiff
breeze
blowing them out. A duckunder led us into a 20
by 8 by 4-foot high room with much debris, evidence of a considerable amount of traffic. In
this room a skull and crossbones, "Keep
O~t"
and "Danger" signs were painted on the ceiling.
Fearing nothing but fear itself, we mapped forward through a squeeze into a long hands-andknees crawlway which led to an unbelievably
small looking hole.
After some wriggling and
squirming, · fun while mapping, we reached a larger room with some breakdown and the ceiling
actual}1 high enough to stand. A second crawlway led us into the Big Room. The only formations in the cave were near the entrance to the
Big Room, - and they were much vandalized cave
coral. A few were actually dripping "real" water here in this cave at the top of a mountain
in Far West Texas. The Big Room was about forty feet circular. The northwest side of the
Big Room had a twelve pit with sand all around.
The pit led to a 50-foot tunnel which had obviously been dug, therefore explaining the pile
of sand at the entrance and in the Big Room .
Someone was probably after gold--or the connection to Carlsbad Caverns ...
I would like to hear from anyone having
information on how this got its name or why
people went to so much trouble digging the t~
nel.
(Elbert: Write Lee Skinner. __Ed.)
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CANDY FOR THE CAVE
by STEVE STANTON
Candy, or anything with sugar in it, is a
quick energy sour~e. Cavers climbing over big
piles of breakdown or tight crawlways sometimes
need .a quick lift of energy. One of the best
ways to gain this is by carrying along some
kind of candy in your pocket or pack.
There are all kinds of candy on the market
which are suitable for the cave crawler. Perhaps the most popular among Texas cavers is the
home-made Kennel Ration. (See Texas Caver Jan
1967). The merits of this quick energy fo~d is
explained in the noted reference. Another candy which is popular is store-bought caramels.
The author was introduced to this delight by a
young lady by the name of Suzanne Fowler of the
Texas Tech Speleological Society. Caramels are
easy to get soft in warm cave air, so be sure
to carry them in a plastic container where_ they
will not stick on your clothing when the wrapper comes partly off .
Another type of quick-energy candy some
cavers have used is the kind that doesn't melt
in your hand. (But beware that they don't get
crushed or they will melt anyway.)
Two other types of candy that are fine and
ea sily carried quick-energy treats are orange
slices and jelly beans. These two are most all
sugar except for the flavoring and gelatin.
They both should be carried in a container, as
loose sugar from the slices will give the cave
fauna too much sweets when it is left along the
trail; and it is discomforting to the fellows
in the rear when they see miniature Easter eggs
on the floor of the cave.
The hard rock candies are preferred by a
goodly number of cav ers who care little about
loosing a filling. Lemon drops, butterscotch,
and all-day suckers are good examples.
Whatever type or kind of candy you take
into the cave, beware of leaving the wrappers
where they shouldn't be. If you are not in the
habit of taking along some quick-energy sweets,
then by all means (unless your doctor says "no')
take some along. You'll be glad that you did.

Galeger, William C. (March 31, 1967)(Communication to Mr. Hugh C. Yantis)
Schmidt, Vic (No Date)
Yantis, Hugh C. (April 6, 1967)
Long , A. T., Ground · Water Geology of Edwards
County, Texas, Texas Water Commission Bulletin 6208, p. 55. (1962)
Vernon's Annotated Revised Civil Statutes Of
The State of Texas, Article 762lb.
Wood, Harry, "Hole In The Ground is
Luxury", .
San Angelo Standard-Times, Friday Morning,
March 17, Section C, Page 1.
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News
ABILENE
One member o'f the Abilene Grotto, and one
member of the Abilene Grotesque Grotto were the
only ones present to put the June issue of the
CAVER together.
Boy, was it a job?! But they
stopped long enough to watch 'Star Trek'.
Fern Davis has finally been located! Yes,
she is going to su!nmer school at Abilene ChristianCollege.
The last Grotto meeting was held at the
home of J.im Estes.
Not much business was carried out, but a lot of, talking and ice cream
eating was done. Visitors included Clyde White,
Edward Snyder, and Jim Carpenter. These wouldbe members are planning on making a trip to
River Styx Cave come July 22.
There will also
be another six novices on the trip. Should be
fun. Snyder is stationed at Dyess AfB for the
time being.
He is from Roswell, N.M ., and an
ex-Southwestern Region caver, with many trips
chalked up to the Guadalupe Mountains area.
George Gray has just returned from a two
week vacation (?) to Mexico.
Grotto Address: Jim Estes, 2818 South 39
Street, Abilene, Texas 79605.

ALAMO
The monthl y grotto trip planned for June
was postponed until July 2. Honey Creek Cave
was tackled . The fi r st part of th is water cave
is well known and measures 1/4 mile sin length .
Behind a "dam" of massive breakdown is the second part of the cave and no telling how extensive it is .
Leilson Wilson and David Gray in
the s~mmer of 1966 penetrated this part to a
depth of "one hour of floating" one way .
Complete exploration will be a major undertaking since the ceiling over vast stretches of
the cave passage is but 8 - 9 inches above the
water level. Measure that from the top of your
head down ...
Grotto address: Robert Hausman, M.D , 322
West Summit Ave . , San Antonio, Te xas 78212 .
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aid of the San Antonio Grotto, the cave leads
of Kimble County in preparation for the Labor
Day Project. As of July 2, members have made
two trips in a ranch-to-ranch canvas sing of the
eastern third of the county. So far the results have been poor: two small caves. Better
limestone in the western and southern parts of
the county will hopefully provide more and better caves. Otherwise, perhaps another site for
the project should be considered.
Repeated trips to Inner Space, plus determined dynamiting have added about 100' more to
the known cave, with the possibility of more to
come.
David Merideth and Eugene Hayden dug
through to find 600' more of passage, some well
decorated, in Cobb Caverns, ex tending their
previous breakthrough.
Wolfgang Lehnhardt has located several new
Williamson County caves recently, but as
yet
has not had time to explore them. July 1, Wolfgang and his wife Linda found : two . ..caves near
the Llano River in southern Mason County . One
was a 100' long bat cave and the other a typ~
cal Ellenberger cave, a 25' sink (unclimbable
without equipment: in a stream bed leading to a
fissure passage.
They also heard reports of
several other caves, and plan a return trip.
Grotto Address: Carol Russell, Box 7551,
University Station, Austin, Texas 78712.

0-FW
Yes this Grotto does still exist!
A g~od representation of area cavers took
part in the last Powell Mapping party and seemed quite well satisfied with added footage put
on the map. If we all live long enough this
project just might be finished one day. That
is, if our knees hold out.
Pete Lindsley, Jack and Gloria Burch and
Jim Morris made a trip down to Natura l Bridge .
They had a good visit and mapped the back entrance section and the road.
Dick Moore and a car full of DFWGers made
a preliminary scouting trip to Kimble County.
Fred Tart and Mike Hughes left with hiking
and climbing gear for the Wichita Mountains .
They are about the only good climbable m o untains around here.
We are all looking forward to the Region
Project, wherever it may be.
Grotto address: Katherine Goodbar, 6621
Sunnyland Lane, Dallas, Texas 75214 .

BALCONES

SAN ANTONIO

At the June TSA Board of Governors Meeting
Grotto members Wolfgang
Lehnhardt, Bill and Carol Russell, David Merideth, Eugene Hayden and Tommy McGarrigle volunteered as a group to help investigate, with the

The month of June seemed to be a slow
month for the SAG cavers .
A group did travel on the weekend of the
24th and 25th to Edwards County to visit Blowhole and Deep Cave. Included in the group were

in San Saba, Balcones
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Roger Sorrells, Pat Prejean, Marvin Greenberg,
Ron Huffman, Jim Normand, Robert Henry, Jay
Shapiro and Mike Dorum.
George and Bobbie Arrendondo,Robert Henry,
Richard Ellis and Mike Dorum visited Robbers
Baron Cave on the 30th.
Some of the group took a. trip to the dry
country of Arizona.
They included a rough
canoe trip down the Gila River from Coolidge
Dam to Winkelman and bended two canoes in the
process.
They also visited Colossal Cave n e ar
Tucson only to find that the legend far exceeds the cave.
A dry cave with many broken
formations left much to be desired. And after
a hot hike into Havasu Canyon in the 130° temp.
they were happy to seek the cool 57° temp. in
the Grand Canyon Caverns.
This cave is also
dry and void of formations , but good lighting
and pleasing guides made the trip enjoyable.
Those taking the Arizona trip were Doug
Nunnelly, Jim Weldon, Pat Ward , and Mike and
Vince Druding.
Grotto Address: Vince Druding, 8332 Fredericksburg Road, San Antonio, Texas 78212.

A& I
Not much caving going on at Texas A & I
for the summer.
Most members are tied up with
summer jobs which require most of their time.
Gill Ediger was the only one able to make
the Board of Governors meeting in San Saba as
Kreidler works w~ekends and Levi got sidetracked. Most members are scattered over the state
fbr the summer and it will probably be after
school starts before any serious caving can be
done. However, some are planning to attend the
Region Project on Labor Day.
Club Address: Gill Ediger, Box 2213, Texas A&I, Kingsville, Texas .

TECH
The last meeting of Texas Tech Speleological Society for the Spring was held on May 10,
mainly for the election of new officers: Pres:
Jon Vinson; VP: Suzanne Fowler; Sec.-Treas. :
Bob Dunn.
Suzanne Fowler announced that the
blind cave salamander found on a previous trip
had finally been classified as a new species,
and it was reported by Jon Vinson that Tech's
delegates to the Powell's work project helped
map another 6-9,000 feet. The year's end party
developed into a fine reunion for about 20 of
the active members, where plans for the summer
were made, including the Project and BOG. Plans
were crystallized with an impromptu trip to Dry
Cave the next morning .
Club Address : Bob Dunn, 249 Carpenter ,
Texas Tech, Lubbock , Texas 79409.
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UTG
June 6 a party composed of UT cavers Ed
Alexander, John Fish, Jonathan Davis, Ted Peters, and Easterner Dick Mitchell lift Austin to
map el S&tano de Golondrinas, southwest of Cuidad Valles, the pit discovered by ex-UT member,
T.R; Evans in December, 1966, and revisited by
him ·earlier this year. The pit was priven to
be the world's deepest free fall drop, measuring 1,220 feet from the high side of an entrance 160' by 210' to a floor 440' by 1,000'.
An interesting sight of the trip was the view
of a cloud forming within the entrance of the
immense pit, quickly captured on film by
Ed
Alexander.
Twelve UTG members went in three cars from
Austin to represent Texas· at the NSS Convention
in Huntsville, Alabama.
Among them were James
and Janie Reddell, back in Texas after a yearlong stay at the University of Kentucky. Merydith Turner, research chairman of UTG, was appointed chairman of the NSS ad hoc committee on
automated cave files, the aim of which is to
establish a uniform system of recording
cave
data.
Texas Speleological Survey editor A. Richard Smith is in West Texas making a study of
gypsum karst for his dissertation. Accompanying him are James Reddell and John Fish. Besides bleak gypsum plains they
have visited
caves in Palo Duro Canyon.
June 24 Susie and Charlie Loving, Rick
Remington, and Richard Jehn went to the Del Rio
area, finding a cave near the highway which
they termed of archaeological interest. Earlier in June, on another trip to Val Verde Co.,
Susie Loving , Rick Remington, Tom Tracy, Mark
Parsons, Freda Miller, Ron Ralph, Bob Burnett
and Jonathan Davis located a SO' deep cave containing a human skeleton, possibly a shaft burial, and a 20' pit in the same area.
According to Susie Loving, in the area to
be flooded by the Amistad Dam are several pictograph sites located high on cliffs, which
will be just above water level after the flood·
ing, and hence accessible to motorboat picnickers, who will possibly harm them. She suggests
that some barrier be construc.ted to
protect
them , perhaps a cyclone fence, making them visible, but inaccessible.
Rick Remington and Mark Parsons also found
a cave near Sheffield with an entrance drop of
30' and a second drop of more than 83'. Rick
ran out of rope on the second drop, and estimated that the remaining distance down would make
the drop to~al possible 100'.
They also visited Fern, AirFort, and marshall Bat Caves, and
found a sinknole on the Marvin Hulto Ranch measuring 70-80 feet deep and 50-60 feet across,
with a large bat colony in a side passage.
Also in June, Dennis and Judy
Sustare,
Philip Sigmund, and Rick Remington went to the
Valles area in Mexico and began mapping Cueva
de la Florida at Pach&n, where phosphate mining
has begun, and also visited Cueva del Abra, El
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(Representatives, cont. from page 98)
Salta Falls, where they found the water being
diverted for a power development project, and
Tampico Beach.
Grotto Address: Carol W, Russell, B o x
. 7672 UT Station, Austin, Texas 78712.

San Antonio Area:
Rep. Henry B. Gonzales (20th District)
1127 Longworth Bldg .
Washington, D. C.
San Angelo Area:
Rep. 0. Clark Fisher (21st District)
2407 Rayburn Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

Mexico Wars Bats
COLIMA, Colima, July 4. Colima state health
authorities yesterday declared all out war on
bats, whose droppings are carrying a serious
disease which attacks humans in epidemic form.
Dr. Justo Mauleon, state epidemiologist, identified the disease as histoplasmosis, which
causes abscesses all over the body, mainly on
the head.
Offidally, i t has been established that bat
guano is the carrier of the microbe that causes
the disease.
A quarantined area is being set up on the
outskirts of Colima and Cupuhtemoc, where numerous tunnels and caves exist, and are ·frequented by bats, officials added.
A flame thrower brigade was b·ein~ organized
to burn bats and guano within the caves.
.
(From MEXICO CITY NEWS)

THE LITTLE CAVES
by Jim Estes
the little
No one seems to care about
caves.
Practically every cave listed in the Texas
Speleological Survey that are longer than 1,000
feet have been mapped, at least to a certain
extent. Hundreds of little caves have not been
touched.
What is the matter with the small caves?
An answer to this question is quite clear when
100 per cent of all cavers want to make a big
find, the biggest, the deepest, the longest,
the prettiest, the battiest, and so on. No one
has the least bit of interest in crawling into
a cave that is only fifty or sixty feet long,
and not over four or five feet wide.
Yet the little caves are in the majority.
A look at the report of TSS on Travis and Bexar
Counties gives the reader the idea that there
are a lot of rabbit holes in that part of the

Austin Area:
Rep. J. J. Pickle (lOth District)
137 Cannon Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
Waco Area:
Rep. W. R. (Bob) Poage (11th District)
2107 Rayburn Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
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country.
Actually, nothing is the matter with the
smaller holes-in-the-ground. They are just not
attractive to cavers. Then who are they attractive to? Scientists? Gophers? Not exactly.
Would an approach such as this do any good?
A friend
A man says, "I don't like squash."
asks why, and the man replies, "I just don't
like squash." The friend says, "Have you ever
eaten any?" To that question the man
only
shakes his head and admits, "No."
What does that have to do with little and
medium size caves? Simply that most cavers and
non-cavers are not interested because they do
not believe there's anything interesting about
them. They crawl in, take a look and see the
back end of the cave in their flashlight beam,
then crawl out.
"Don't go nowheres," the crawler says.
I believe it is time that cavers discontinue their beliefs that small caves are not
interesting and should be ignored just because
they do not have the biggest stalagmite, the
largest underground lake, or a stupendous display of helictites. Little caves offer more to
cavers and to speleologists than most persons
think, and they should not be ignored or passed
by.
Perhaps some small cave on the Edwards
Plateau contains a new species of c -ave fauna,
as yet undiscovered, waiting for a collection
of
passage.
to be made in its 80 or 90 feet
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Maybe if all the little caves were mappe.d, it
might possibly be found that by examining them
led to an important clue in the realm of speleogenesis . And how many times has it been done,
a caver gets a good lead, the~ tc> fi.ncl t-h.qt the
same little cave has already been checked out a
half dozen times by others?
Many things about a cave have been brought
to light by a cave having been mapped. Some of
these were new discoveries. By mapping a cave,
cavers get more of the 'feel' of the cave, and
it becomes a more personal 'friend' to them, a
fairly well-known place.
Every little hole is
not being passed up then in a race to find how
far back the end is. Perhaps one of those little holes is just the place where new passage
can be found.
Maybe the map team leader says,
"Joe, take this tape over to that little hole,
and let's get a compass reading on it too." In
a few minutes, after Joe looks into it, he gets
big-eyed, and hollers, "Hey, this little thing
really opens up . All it needs is a small amount of widening!"
Why don't we try to accomplish something
in the Texas Region with our little caves? Why
do we have to keep ithinking that the important
thing is to find the big-uns? Its fun mapping
the little caves, and it doesn't take long. A
goo d time can be had by two or three cavers in
a little cave making an organized· biological
collection.
You can hit three or four of them
in one day , and it would certainly be worthwhile .
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In addition, our proposed system of tagging and cataloging caves is important, and is
in need of continuing.
Why should generation
after generation of cavers keep checking the
same leads year after year?
If you want to know where some little unknown caves are (some even without names), then
write to your Texas Speleological Survey
for
some information. Express your interest in the
important little ca~es.
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